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THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAMPHLET

local students tested above the national
average m reading':,

Thaxter School prepares to administer
(hagnostic test battery to students-

SAT scores ',decline lot the second
Shdrghl year:

Ann scored at the 50th percentile in
reading and the 95th percentile in math-
ematics"

Tom is eight months below grade level
in reading"

Jon gained NCEs in reading.-

We live in a society that iseextremely oriented toward testing Tests
aie used to report progress, to compare performance, to determine
advancemt it, and to fudge success or failure Testinb. J n one Torm or

another, appears in almost every phase of life Testing occurs more
frequently, and probably Gaines more weight, in the field of educati.on

than in any other field.
Because testing, in many different forms, currently plays such an

important tole,. in education. ESEA Title I. the Division of Federal
Assistance in the Vermont State Department of Education, believed it

was important to prepare this brochure to present a general introduc-

tion to terms and phrases commonly used Ira testing and to highlight

some of the advantages and disadvantages of certain types of tests

, after reading this paktiphlet, you desire additional information or
clarification about testing, please contact either your local school
administrator or the Evaluation Consultant, Division of Federal Assis-
tance Vermont Department of Ed.ucation, Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Phone {802) 828-3124
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WHY DO WE TEST?
- Web,ster s Dictiondry defines the word test as a set of questions or

exercises for determining oneiS knowledge or skills, a fl e.x a mi nat on or

ti t al to deter !lime something s value
Testing or determining the level of one s knowledge, has always

existed in AMer ican education In the earliest times testing was usually

done as part of the daily school routine Individual students were
frequently asked to recite passages or do arithmetic problems on small

chalkboards at tDeir desks The judgment of how well the student had

acquired knowltdge or mastered the skills oeing taught was !eft en-

tirely in the hands of the classroom teacher Problems with this ap-,

proach were obvious.
No way existed to tell whether a teacher was being too harsh or too

easy in lodging students
Tests were nOt objective that is the teacher's judgment played a
malor role and was sublect to bia.ses ranging from student behavior

to ratrilly background
There Was no corimon standard for comparing the performance of

one student to dther students.
Problems associated with testing and setting objeCtive standards in

education becarm apparent during World War I when it was found that

lafge numbers of young draftees,could not read, write, or complete

simple arithmetic prcblems even though tfiey had compl'eted school It

became essential to be able to compare one recruit's skills with anoth-

er's for placement in training programs Thus. an effort to develop tests

to compare one person s knowledge or skills with those of a group Of

similar people was undertaken on a large scale Following World War I.

the emphasis on testing continued to grow and testing for the purpose

of comparing knowledge and skill levels became ,a formal part of

education and an important tool in improving progifams and instruc-

tion for Students
Today, schools test to determine how-well their students learn what

the schools think is being taught. This information is used by teachers,

administrators, and educational specialists to help determine how

effective eoucational programs are for students and What additions or

changes can be made that will most benefit the student
Schools use a wide variety of tests in-an attempt to determine how

wei their students are doing. These range from teacher developed

cIaTsroom tests designed to measure the content of ,daily lessons to

more sophishcateu tests developed by large commercial test devel-

-opment companies
Other than teacher made tests, the most frequently administered

tests are intelligence (IC)) tests, hchievemehk. tests, and diagnostic

tests The next section of this pamphlet wild examine the advantages
and disadwintages of each type of test
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WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON
TY.PES OF TESTS AND WHAT DO

THEY MEASURE?
There,/ate many different types of te'Sts av lilable to measure know!-

edgitarld skills The most frequenily used test in the classroom is the

- one that is developed and administered by the teacher to measure
speeliic informatioh he or she has recently taught In many respects

/these are the most important tests a child will take because they allow a

! teacher to monitor educatiOnal progress on a daily basis However,
because teachers mirst construct and grade 3o many of these tecsts,
some questions may be poorly fihrased and el rors may occur in scor-

ing Furthermore, teacher-made tests do not permit comparisons of a

student s performance to other students outside of that particular
classroom For these reasons, commercial publ shers hire profession-
al test writers to develop more sophisticated standardized tests and

scoring systems
The most commonly used commercial tests ire intelligence tests,

achievement tests, and diAndstic tests Each of these types of tests
are used for different. reasons The tests, the reasons foi using them,

arid then advantages and disadvantages will be described below

IQ or Intelligence Tests
10' stands for intelligence quotient Intelligenco tests ale designed

to measure a person s ,votential for leaihing complied to other peo-
ple his or her own age Intelligence tests are 9,ot me:ant to measure
specific knowledge Intelligence test scores tend to be fairly constant
from year to ye.ar but do vary as a function of t.Jvv motivated a student is

to do well on the teit, oi how well he or she is feeling on a partictilai

day A child s potential for learning may even change as a iesult of

changes in his or her environment or the kinds ot educational expe-
riences he or she encoUnters 10 tests are not used in ESIA Title I

testing
Then-, is a great deal of controver., surrounding the issue of intelh-

gence testing As a result, 10 scores are usp id much less frequently now

than they were in the past Experts caa stiNflot agree On a definition of

intelligence, whetner or not the(e are different kinds of intelligence, the

degree to whip)ntelligence is hereditary, the extent to which tests
actually measure intelligence, the amount of cultural bias in the tests,
the stabtlity of test scores 'over time. and the Yv'eight which should,he
given to 10 scores in an overall evaluation of the child It is impo'rtrt,
therefore, that intellence scores be interpreted by people who are

aware of the controversies surrounding these tests and vho have other

mfor mation avi'lilable about the child
4.1



Remember intelligen.ce tests. other tests. are only one indica-

tor of a student4s fntellectual development and should never be the only

criter'ion for judging a student's dbilities or skills

Advantages
10 scores have been fairl.y accurate in the past for
prclicting stildent,success'in academic settings
Individual IQ tests can be used as one measure for

the selection of 'students for special programs or to
identify those in need of 'special assistance Nor-
mally an IQ score of 100 is considered "average
The further away from this score (either up or down)
a child scores, the greater the possible need for a
special programor assistance

Disadvantages
Oftentimes intelligence tests do not take into account
differences in the cultui al or economic backgrounds
of students being tested
The results of IQ tests are often misinterpreted IQ
scores can and do change. Accurate interpretation
can be done only by trained experts

, Accurate IQ te'stspan only be given to one student
at a bine rather Chan to large groujis. This requires
much more time for testing and adds to the expense
In addition, most intelligence tests can only be ad-
ministered by a specialist trained in giving a partial-
lar intelligence test.

Intelligence tests are being used less frequently m today's class-
rooms than in the past A more commonly used:commercial test today

'is the achievement test

'Achievement Tests
Unlike intelliwce tests which were designed to Measure a per-, ''s

"potential for learning' achievement tests are intended to measure a

person's general skills in specific academic areas such as vocabutary,

reading comprehension, arithmetic computation, spelling, social stud-

ies, or, science. These tests are often referred to as "survey" tests
becamse tfiey do,not try to determine everything a student may know

about a subject Usually, achtevement tests are constructed by test

publishers using experts from universities, textbook writers, and cur-

ricelum specialists These people examine what is being taught at

different grade levels across the country in areas such as reading and

thematics Based on this information, these experts develop test

,questions to measure generally how well students are doing in each

academic area
Achievement tests are commonly used in selecting students to par-
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ticipatv in ESEA I ith I Tins is because student Title I participation is
contingent upon a studertt s nol aChieving in basic skills on*a par with

his her peers These tests ,arealse commonly used for reporting the .

gain- students show tram BEA Titlel assistance
While achievement tests are popular amorig educators they, like all .

tests. should be looked upon as only one indicator of hoy well a it

student or educational fuogram is succeeding ---1

Because achievement tests are general rrtedsures of an academic

area, not an the questions on the test will prsecisely match what i;being

taught in yourxhild's school or, classroom These tests are useful for

getting a geheratpicture of how well a group of students or an educa-

tional program is functioning in a specific subject matter area

Advantqges
0. Achievement tests allow. parents. and educators to

compare how well their student's and schools are
. performing io teims of general knowledge in such

I ateal as reading, mathematics, science. etc . with
othet stkirient and schools f rom acroSs the country
Achievement tests are uS'ually adminitered to large
groups of students and. therefore. are relatively
igexpensive and less time cofIsuming than intelli-
gence tests \ .

4 Achievement tests can be edeily administered and
interpreted by classroom teachers

Disadvantages
The questions on achkevement tests do not measure
precisely what is being taught in a classroom or
school. There may be questions on the test that
measure information that is not being taught at that. ..

grade level pr in that school There also may be
information or skills being taught in a wade or .

school for whiCh there are no questioqs on the
achievement test ,

Only Qontent areas which can be measured by multi-
plie-choice test deers are included in the,test.
Achievement tests cannot be used to pinpoint the ,

strengths and weaknesses of individual students in
various subject matter or skill areas

J .

/.

.

If achievement tests provide genqral information on how well stu:

dents ur programs are performing, what test can be*,3ed to pinpoun

proNem areas'? The answer is a diagnostic test

Diagnostic Tests
t

While the achievement teat is intended to measure general kriowl-

edge or skill in a subject area, the diagnostic test is intended to identify .



sp'ecific prqkm are, s within that subject matter For example, ,an
achievement tkt in an hmetic computation may simply shOw that the

student is performing joosly in that general area A diagnostic arith-

metic test might show tt at the student can do everything but carry and

borrow in addition and ubtractiOn problems
a For the most part, drag ostic tests are the most popular test tool used

by leachers and ed,ucati nal specialists These tests allow teachers to

identify the specific stren ths and weaknesses a student has and then

plap a precise program to overcome thbse weaknesg'es Diagnostic

tests are commonly used l'pr ESEA Title I testing to assist teachers both

in diagnosing problems afid'in checking for student progress
Diagnostic tests, unlike achreyement tests, are usually designed.to

measure only reading or nikthematics and not subject ar6as such as

sd-ciarstudieos and science W

Advantages
Unlike_achievement tests, diagnostic tests provide
the teacher with a detailed 'picture of 'a student's
strengths apd weaknesses

-.Results aIloW the teacher to develop precise instru'c-
tional.plans 'toccoMpensate for weaknesses nd to
build On stierrgths
Usually diagnostic tests can be adminisfered to rge

groups of students which make them less expensrue

and time consuming than intelligence tests

Disadvantages
Diagnostic tests us.2). allyprovide information on'only
one subject area at a time, which) usuallyeither
reading or mathematics.
Diagnostic tests require more trawling to administer

and interpret than abievement tests but less tram-
mg than atelligenae tests '

'Diagnostic test information is of little value unless
someone Can take that information and develop a
specifko educational program to owercome student

veaknessesl A

In summary. let us review what we have learned about tests that are

componly used in educations

Teacher made tests, although -eXtren'lely waluable in measuring..

student Progress. ar,e generally leSs sophisticated and do not per-

mit compansoris across grades or schools
Intelligence tests are being used less frequently in schools, usually

require an expert td administer and interpret, are given to one

student at a time, and rn6asure "polential for learning': rather thari

specifjc knowledge tn a particular content area
4
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Achiewment tests ale the ntost cOmmonly used commercial test.

tiley measure general knowledgelevels in several subject matter
areas, they give an overall\ picture of how well a student or program
is dogig Not all of the qUestions on an achievement test matcii

what is being taught in a classroom or school
Diagnostic tests are probably the most popular tests amor0
leachers. they identify specific student strengths and weaknesses.

usually in math or reading, the information can be used to develop

precise educational pips for students to overcorne weaknesses

F ',rally tests are only one indication of how well 6. student or eauca-

Clonal program is functioning and this information by itself shouldnot

be the sole C`riterion for rudging performance

For exan/ple
Judy W has a record of scoring poorly on any typeof commercially

developed test In talking with her we find out that tf;ie -pressure-
waled by the way these tests are given frightens her and that she finds

she can not concentrate omthe questions Ho* else can we measure
how weii Judy is doing in school') We could loci* at other test scores to

see if she has always had this problem in taking tests or whether it is a

recent development, we could, look at flier grad9s in various i.ilpjects,

talking with her te'achers would give an indication of her ability: we

could examine 'samples of her daily work, or we could observe her

performance in the classroom p,eriodwally While none of those alter-

natives to testing give us a broad basis for comparing Judy to other

studentsj they do allow us to make general statements about her skills

and abilNy

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN NORMREFERENCED
AND CRITERION-REFF9ENCED

s. TESTS?
Wo have talked about the different types of tests usually found, in

schools Since achievement tests are the (host corhmonly uspa tests in

education. and most schools use achievement tWs ar one time or
'

another it is important to understand at least two different ways these

tests are used to make 'Comparisons of students
We can see how well a student did on an achievement test conkrared

to sirmlar students from across the eciu9try. In test jargon, a test that

uses this kind of comparison (an individual's performance compared

to a group's performance) is called a -norm-referenced test"
We can alsocompare how well a student did on an achievement lest'

7



by ',latching tils tri hen pollormancQ to predetermined criteria For

example, we might say that we expect all fourth grade students to be

able to pass 9 out of 10 addition problems on a test If the student

cannot do this, he or she will be given speciarassistance In this case,

the student's performance on the test is being compared to a prede-

termined expectation or criterion, and, therefore, we call this Kind of

achievement test a "chterion-referenced test
Let us examine these two kinds of comparisons from achievement

tests more closely
The "group comparison or norm-referenced test" is simply a test

whose questions have been given previously to large numbers of stu-

dents from all over 'the country When test publishers develop an
achievernent test, they ask schools across the nation to give the test to

their studentst In return, the schools are not charged for the test

t By giving the test to large numbers of students from urban, subur-

ban, and rural schools rn regiohs throughout the country, the test

publisher hopes to get a cross-section of student scores that reflect

how students of different skill levels perform on the test Based on

these scores. the test publisher then has an idea of how an "average-,

above average or "below average" student will score on this test It is

this average or "normal" population's performance onlhe test against

which your school s students are compared
The actual comparison is made by taking the number of correct

answers your student received and going to a table in the test booklet

that provides scores of how well the "normal populate' did on trie

same test
The reason the test publisher gives the test to so many students

initially is to.get a better picture of how well.The -typical or average"

student can be expected to score and to insure that students from

vaned backgrounds have been included in the "normal population"

For example, it would not be fair to test students from poor, rural areas

on an achievement test which had been triedout on students trom rich,

suburban areas We tan assume that wealthier suburban schools and

cOmmunities have more resources available both in and out of schooll
that affect how well their students do on tests Rural students often do

not have these same resources' available Therefore, it IS not fair to

compare4how well they perform on tests "normed" on just students

from wealthy suburban areas
On a "norm-referenced test" then, comparisons can be made

between your child s performance and thatsof other students of similar

age, grade level, or background from across the country Scores on a

'norm-referenced teat" may also be used to determinehov well a

school's or grade's performance compares with similar schools or

grades across the country
Advantages

Norm-referenced tests provide a means of compat-

8



iiiil thilii.iloillidnce of individual students Or educa-
tional programs tp other similai students or pro-
grams from across the country
Results from the publisher's norminggroup- can be

used as a benchmark for determining how much
learning has taken place and for identifying areas of
general weakness in curriculum

Disadvantages
. Norm-referenced tests always judge a student's per-

formance relative to the performance of the styclents

in the normal population This norm population
may not be made up of.sirnilar students and so com-
parisons would flot be fair
The results of "norm-referenced tests- are often
over-interpreted and given more weight than other
indicators of learning While it is fair to use the.norm-

i eferenced test results for general comparisons, you
need to remember that it does not perfectly match
what is being taught in your local schools
Data collected from the 'forming group" quickly
becomes out-of-date beeause ot changes in curricu-

lum z1 well as in society as a whole For example, it
probbly is misleading to compare the performance
in re Wing of fourth graders in 1979 to how fourth
graders in the 'norm population"did in 1969 Teach-

- ing methods changed, textbooks were improved,
stutients were exposed to vastly different experi-
ences, social or parental pressures may have
changed all these faders probably contributed to
making the 1969 norms outdated.

An alternative to cOmparing a student against how another group of

similar students did on a test is to compare his her performance

against a predetermined criterion or standaid This type of test is called
.,

a 'criterion-referenced test
A criterion-referenced test compares the student to a set of criteria

rather than to the performance of other students Questions are usually

arranged to measure skills in some type of sequence from simplest
skills to the more complicated If a student can pass all or most of the

items we say he or she has 'mastered" the skills If the student begins to

fail questicins, then we say that mastery of tint Skill has not been

attained, and that is where instruction begins On a criterion-referenced

test there is usually no comparison with how other students did on the

same questions We are interested in only what each individual student

knows
On a math criterion-referenced achievement test, we may expect a

fourth grader to be able to do 4 of the first 6 items correctly and a fifth

9



grader to dci 10 of the first 14 items If a student in either grade fails to

obtain the necessary number of correct items ("the enteron") then a

special program of instruction can be provided for them This allows

students lo learn at their own pace and to be operating at different

levelS rn different subject areas without specific references to grade,

levels
Advantages

Student achievement is judged on how well that stu-

dent performed a desired skill rather than by com-
paring his or her performance to another group of
students functioning at a different grade level.
Teachers can obtain information about how well
individual students have mastered specific skills and

use that information to develop individual programs
of study for those students

Disadvantages
In most cases. there is no way of knowing how a
student s score on a criterion-referenced test com-
pares with a national average.
Test results ustially cannot be' summarized in a sim-

ple score

In summary, there are two basic kinds of achievement tests norm-

referenced tests and criterion-referenced tests The difference be-

tween these tests is how they evaluate a student's performance

A norm-referenced test compares a student's test performance to

how well a group or normal population" did on the same test This type

of test allows a school to see how well its students or prpigrams are

doing compared with similar students or programs acrossThe country

If the "norm-population- is not similar to your students then the com-

parisons will be misleading The results of ESEA Title I assistance are

usually reported on the basis of norm-refeyenced tests
A criterion-referenced test compares the student to a set of criterie

or expectations in terms of . slulls to be mastered In ,many ways

criterion-referenced tests, like diagnostic tests, allow t4e teaohe to

see which skills have been mastered and which have not and to plan

specific educational programs for the student Many ESEA Title I

teachers use criterion-referenced tests to monitor student progress

The results of some criterion-referenced tests such as the PRI-DM! can

be converted, by the test publisher, to a report on how well the child did

in comparison to other students across the country

1 7 I ti



WHAT DO TEST SCORES MEAN?
We have discussed the types of tests u ed In schools and looked

specifically at achievement tests, but tests are of no value untpss we

can understand what the scores Produced really mean We will look at

five kinds of test scores raw scores, grade equivalents, percentiles,
stanines, and NCEs These scores Are usually found only on norm-
referenced tests since they represent different pays of comparing one
studeht.',s performance with that of a group of peers

Raw Scores
Araw score is simply the number of questions the student answered

cgrrectly Because the number of questions vary between tests, the

raw score itself does not have any value in making comparisons For

example. if a fifth grade student gets21 out of 50 questions correct on a
reading test and then gets 12 questions out of 25 correct on a math test,,

what do we know about the student's performance in reading and
math' The ariswer is nothing, since we don't know how hard the
questions are for a fifth grader We use ttre raw score to go to the test
publisher s tables and convert to scores that let us compare the child's
performance to that of other fifth graders One of those score's is the

grade equivalent

Grade Equivalents
Grade equivalent scores are based on a division of the school year

into nine months

Begtnnmg
End of

Sept Oct - Noy Oec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June.:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If a student is functioning at grade level, that studerils demonstrati.hg,
the same level of skill or knowledge as other students at th'at gr dE

levtl In other words. he or she is getting the same number of i ms

correct on a test a's the average student at the same grade lev For

example. a third gride student who is tested in reading in Oct*r and
who is said tio be scoring at the 3.1 grade level (third grilde, first

month) is at grade level A student scoring 3 0 (that grade, homonths)
is slightly below grade level, 3,2 (third grade, second month) lit slightly

above grade level If a third grade studeht scores 10.3 (tenth grade,

third monthte on a reading achievement test, does thisoleah he or she

should b,e in the.tenth grade? No, it simply m.1aiie student is

achieving and probably could do more chal}gin wrk, though not
necessarily at file tenth grade level. The third reading test, in this

case was never given to tenth graders The tcst publisher arrived at the

tenth grade score through a statistical formula rather than actu'ally

giving the test to tenth graders.

1.1 --N



The major disadvantages to the grade equivalent score are that it

cannot be added and averaged accurately and that it assumes that the

same amount of learning occurs in each ,rtionth of the school year. We

' know that is hot true Therefore, changes in grade equivalent scores

are not necessarily accurate indicators of student progress
If grade equivalents are not good indicators of progress what about

percentiles"

Plircentiles
A percentile is another type of score that is derived from the raw

score (number of correct responses) The percentile is a scale from 1 to

99, with the 50th percentile being considered average
If a student receives a raw score of 20 on his/her reading achieve-

ment test and we look this up in the test publisher's table, we find it

converts to a percentile score of 60. What this means is that approxi-
mately tOP,o of the students in the "norm population" scored higher v

than this etudent in reading and Approximately 60% of the students In

the norm population Scdred lower in reading
Obviously, the higher above the 50th percentile students score, the

betterthey are doing, and the further below the 50th percentire they

score, the greater the need is for special assistance
Although there are problems with adding and averaging percentiles,

these problems are not as great as they are with grade equivalents
Percentiles provide a much more accurate description df student pro-

gress than 'grade equivalents,
Another commonly used test score is called the stanme

StanWs
A stan.me is another indicator of a student's rank relative to the norm

population and is also derived kom the test publisher's table by using

the raw score
Stanmes are a scale from 1 to 9. Stanme scores of 1, 2, or, 3 are

considered to be below average scores, scores of 4, 5, or 6 are average;

and stanine scores of 7, 8, or 9 are above average scores
While the stanjne, unlike the gradr; equivalent and percentile scores,

can be added and averaged accurately, itsdisadvantage is that it is not

a very precise indicator of student progress For example, a student

may get 27 questions correct the first tirrie he/she takes the test. This

number of correct questions may just barely be enough to get a stanine

score of 3 At the end of the year the studentpkes the samelest and

this time gets 32 items correct This number of correct quebtions is Only

one away from a stanme score of 4 but it is still one short, so the student

still has a stanme score of 3. The.student had a stanine score of 3 when

he or she started and still has'a stanme score of 3 at the end of the year.

Does this mean no learning took place" Obviously not, i5ecause we

saw from the example that the student answered more questions cor-

.
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rectly the second time than he w she did the first time What it means is
simply that the stanine score is nut exact enough to accurately reflect
student progress

NCE
A score which is technically very similar to a stanine. but looks like a

percentile. is the NCE., or normal curve equivalent , While stanines
range from 1 to 9, NCEs range from 1 to 99 If onb translated stanme
scores into NCEs. score, .d,f 1 to 35 NCEs would be considered below
_average, scores of 34 to 66 would be average, and scores of 67 to 99

. would be above average Because there are 99 points on_the scale
instead of 9. NCEs provide a muGh more precise measure of where a
studenois. and how much be or she progresses relative to other sta--
dents Like stanines. NCEs can be averaged to provide an accurate
pictuie of roup performance In fact it was for the purpose of sum-
marizing n_ mwide ESEA Title I achievernent data that NCEs were
initially developed NCEs are not often used to report test results of
individual students, but are used to report the ESEA Title I results that a

school distfict has achieved
The following excerptS on NCE s are taken from Technical Paper No

2 by G Kasten Tallmadge entitled In(erpreting NCE's ESEA Title I
Evaluating and Reporting System published in October 1976 by the
Office of Education

NCEs are like percont7ies Both an NCE Of 50 and a percentile of 50
are exactly average While NCEs do not match percentiles at other

4 points (except for 1 anil 99), the analogy is quite useful when trying* to
describe achievement gains measured ir, NCEst While it is not strictly
correct to talk about NCE gains as if they were percentile gams. it Mil
probably facilitate communication and enhance understanding to do
so This is particularly hue since most people tend to think of percen-
tiles as if they were an equal-inteeal scale and would be somewhat
confused to learn that a gain from percentile 5 to percentile 10Is alrr ust
exactly twice as big as a gain from perc?ntile 15 to percentile 20

'An NCE ol 5O is at grade level. Regardless of the time of year at which
testing is doneand the grade level tested, aproperly derived NCE score

of 50 will alwaxs be the national average for that grade levetand month
Being average means being exactly at grade level, NCEs below-50
signal below-average achievement levels or, below-grade-level per-
formance An NCE of 30 is exactly the same distance below grade level

at every grade while being "a year below grade level" has a different
meaning at each grade. Finallji, an NCE of 30 is always exactly twice as
far below grade level as an NCE of 40 while being ''two years be-low
grade level" is never twice as much as being olle year below grade level

(belitve it or not)l .

"An NCE gain ol zero means that' thelitle I project produced 11Q gain
A zero NCE gain does not mean that the student or group of students
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Te,irned nothin,1 priAell and phsttest They almost certainly

answered more items Z.-Or ret fly at the end of the instructional period

than at the beginning The zero NCE gain simply means, that the

amount of learning was precisely what woukl have been expected had

there been no Title I project in other words it means that the Title I

project added exactly nothing to the regular school program

All NCE gains greater than zero ale good' Whenever the evaluation

snows an NCE gain greater than zero, it means that the Title I pupils

profitted from participating in the project In general. the larger the

NCE gain, thejnore etlechmihe project. It is-not possible, however, to

designate'any, specific NCE gain as the criterion for exemplary or

outstanding projects Acost-effectiveness criterion seems more appro-

priate Assuming that the same number of dollars were spent, for

eample, a4NCE gain produced in a treatment grlup of 200 pupils

might be considered as good as an 8-NCE gain produced in a treat-.

ment group of 100 pupils
,In summary, we now know that raw scores, or the number of items a

student gets correct on the test have little value for comparison pur-

poses but are the key to getting other test Oores from the publisher's

lbles Grade equivalents are not accurate for describing student prog-

ress because they cannot be added or averaged accurately and they

:erroneously assume that equal learning takes place in each month of

school--
Stanines earl_ be averaged ncurately but are not precise enough

indicators ot student progress Generally, the best test scores for

showing student growth -6r progress is the percentile or the NdE

Finally, we should emphasize that caution should be used in inter-

preting test scores, If you, as a parent, areunsure about the meaning of

your child's,test scores, seek advice from yOurschool Remember, lest

scores are only one mchcaPon of a student:s perforihance, We should

not discount other factors that serve as eVidence of student-perfor_-__

mance such as subject mattef grades, examples of the student's daily

work, teacher appraisal, or observation of the student performing in

class

TESTING IS USEFUL, BUT:
Testing is a very valuable tool for education, parents, and the com-

munity when it comes to'making decisions about programs for stu-

dents and schools When properly used, test information can help

teachers create educational plans designed to overcome areas of aca-

demic weakness or to build on specific strengths Test information can

be used by school admmistrators and citizens to make decisions about

where.r.esources should be applied to meet educational needs

Obviously: test information can also be abused and to prevent this

we offer the following captions



S.

, Testing is only um., indication of how well a student or school pro-

gram is performing Other information should be included along

wrth test information before judgments are made about students and

programs
For example, information about the attitudes and behavior of

the students in school is probably as impoftarit as how well

they do on achievement tests Information about the resources

available to provide the instruction is also important

If achievement tests do not match the material taught to the student,

then drawing conclusions fr,,em such tests can be misleading, and

the results will be of little or no value
For example. if your school uses a traditional mathematics

curriculum and the new achievement test you have selected

tests modern math concepts, the test will not -accurately

represent how your students aredoing in math It is extremely

important that the content of the achievement test matches as

closely as possible what is being taught
Some students do not perform well oh tests, for them, a test is not an

acem ate reflection of achievement
For example, some students become so apprehensive when

it comes time to take a test that they "freeze- or "go blank"

There isno doubt that testing creates pressure on students For

students who cannot take tests, must use other indicators

such as teacher grades, Observation of classroom perfor-

mance, and examples of work, Efforts should also be made to

reduce test anxiety for students by telling them the purpose

and use of the tests they are talung and providing them with

more experience in taking tests
Do not 'over-interpret" test results Be aware of the limitations of the

test you are using and the test scords that are being reported

For example, our fourth grade scored this year at the 48th

percentkle in reading but every other year they have been at the

52nd percentile Something must be wrong1 To begin with. the

48th percentile is not significantly below average in terms of

performance and, for that matter, the 52nd percentile is not that

high above average Do not generalize about the quality of an

entire school based on the performance of how one grade

scored on one achievement test

Ns. A test must be properly administered in order to obtain accurate
4

N, results
NN For example. giving an ac hievement test just after students

h:Ive returned from vacation will probably not give you the best

N,results Also, testing studehts for long. periods of time during

the day can lead to poorer scotes because students get tired

Tehers should be familiar with directiohs for giving the

test If Atest is to pe given to students for 30 minutes, the

15
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tea( het should nol extend the time to 45 minutes because She
knows it the students had more time they would do better The
norm population that originally took the test had only 30 min-
utes If valid comparisons are to be made, that is all the time
that can,be allowed Following directions on a test is essential

Teachers should not teach the specific questions on a test to stu-
dents Naturally, they may teach the subject matter or content that
those questions are intendedlo measure

Since the State of Vermont has introduced a basic competency
program that allows school districts the option of determining what
methods will be used to assess student skill levels (locally developed
tests, norm-referenceit tests, criterion-referenced tests, etc ), it seems

important to provide a brief explanationpf that progratn

WHAT IS THE VERMONT BASIC
COMPETENCY PROGRAM?

Ail of the schools in the State of Vermont are probably doing some
type of testing similar to what has been described in this pamphlet In
addition, all are involved in the Vermont Basic Competency Program
.The purpose of this program is to insure that students graduating (rom
-Vermont schools have obtained minimal or basic mastery of skills in

the areas of reading, writing, !istening, speaking, computation, and

reasoning
The Basic Competency Program allovA the use of a flexible testing

system The Slate of Vermont has already stated what the basic skills

should be in each area, but it leatres the measurement of those skills up

to each community. Some communities wish to assess these skills via

norm-refere"nced or criterion-referenced tests available f rom cOrnmer-

cial publishers Most communities, however, have chosen to develop

their own test items. While the Vermont Basic Competency program
estabjishes the minimum acceptable level of sOl fdr students and
schools in rkading, language artS, arithmetic, and reasoning that must

tie demonstrated before a diploma or advancement is awarded, the

methods for measuring these skill areas are `left up to the schools
Schools may elect to use a commercially developed test or to develop

tests of their own or to combine both approaches
While the testing process used by each school district participating

in the Vermont Basic Competency Program is different and therefore,

does not permit comparisons to be madeomong school districts, it

does provide the district with specific information about how well its
students and schools,are performing in the basic skill areas identitied

by the state'
'
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IN SUMMARY
.,

We have examined the kinds of tests that are most frequently used in

"It-loots and what various types of test scores mean What we "can

conclude is that testing has been. and probably will continue to be. a

very integral part of the educational process It is, therefore, important

for parents and teachers to become more familiar with testing and the

issues assoctAted with the use of tests
While this paM-phlet has attempted to provide an overview on testing,

it has also pointed out that testing can be a complicated process that

requires a great deal of careful consideration before conclusions can

be drawn .
Tests are a tool that can help pdrents and teachers improve educa-

tional programs for students, but taey are only one tool Unless they -

are used wisely. they can easily distort the overaH picture of a child's

educational development
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